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EDITORIALS l 
NEW FOHMAT 

Due to continually rising costs of paper, printing, and postage-
the three unholy "P 1 s 11 of Publishing--thi s and subsequent issues of the 
periodical will be mimeog1~aphed on both . s.ides of the page. 

In order to make the reading equnlly as easy as in past issues, the 
publication has been set up with a unique foT'l"lat which makes it possi
ble for the reader to read all the way through on the ri ght-hand side 
of the opened magazine, thus eliminating having to sharply fold back 
pages and move the magazine back and forth under eager (we hope) eyes. 

The left hand pages are printed upside-down so they will not be 
distracting ; read all the way through on the right hand side, then sim
ply turn the magazine over and continue reading back - still on the 
right hand side. · 

We caution the reader to note that page s run in sequence directly 
on right-hand pages, and are thus not numbered in the normal l eft-right 
book style. In addition to this system we hope the mimeographing is of 
an linproved type, due to a new system. The reader's comments are invi• 
ted. 

We are aware that there was a serious delay both in the preparation 
and delivery of the #8 issue. The former was due to the deference to 
the publication date of the UFO INVESTIGATOR, and by the press of busi
ness concurrant to the participation :i.n the editing and publishing of 
not one but two large-scale flying saucer magazines. The latter was 
due 'to subsequent trouble with the postal officials due to incorrect 
infonnation provided your editor by that Department regarding postage 
and proper addressing of the pieces. Once again, we hope that you re
ceived yo~w copy--even if somewhat late--in good condition. If you 
received a copy with pages missing or badly ripped please advise us 
and we will endeavor to provide the necessary pages; although complete 
copies . cannot be secured, as once again we were out of print almost 
immediately! 

We are repeating the subscription and address infonnation else
where for your information. We suggest again that readers check their 
plates to determine the status of their listing. 

Readers in the Sterling area are advised that due to the check on 
the flow of money out of that are a , they will be unable to pay for sub
scriptions directly to our office. The fee for subscriptions to those 
countries affected by this embargo is slightly higher to cover costs of 
postage and the added problems of circulation, and in all cas e s in
quiries and fees should be sent, and be made payable, to our U. K • . rep
resf.mtative be.low. Copies will be mailed from the u.s., so adequate 
time should be g~ven for delivery. 

Sterling Zone & U.K. Representative 
Bryan G. Essenhigh 

27, Bradbourne \Yale Road- Sevenoaks, Kent, England 

N I C A P 

Readers are reminded of the importance of the National Investiga
tions Committee .on Aerial Phenomena. Your editor was one of many who 
were originally suspicious of NICAP, until it was placed under the able 

~ and dynamic direction of Y.Jiajor Donald E. Keyhoe, who has been working 
ceaselessly and unselfishly to make it the ·success it should and-for 
the sake of all Ufology--must be. 

NICAP is seeking members in this and other countries, and unless it 
receives the support which it deserves it will become not merely anoth
er casualty of the public apathy towards flying saucer research, but 
probably the tombstone for a majority of the UFO research and promotion 



of the past decade. NICAP's demise would result in a totally in- 2 
surmountable wall of press ridicule and indifference, and close the 
field toward sensible, scientific work, throwing it to the wolves; op
portunists, crackpots, cultists, and quasi-religists. 

NICAP has undertaken a program which requires the active support of 
all of us, · not only in the · collection of material, sighting reports, 
news clips, and other data, but in .the contributions of sizeable sums 
of money from those who can afford to give toward its work •.. No ma tter 
how dedico.te'd the few may be ·or how important the· work may seem to 
some, any major 1..mdertaking such as this requires o:ne . big_ thing: money. 
And until · t hi s primary stumbling block is pas·sed NICAP will still tread 
under the threat Damocles' sword. 

:M ake no mistake in thinkin~~f that .NICAP is, therefore, merely a cash 
raising st~~t; far from it • . But in order to undertake the admittedly 
extensive program it envisions it should, according to several estimat-

. es, .h a ve a bank balance . running into six figures, . and ~o number of mem
bers paying $7.50 or the hoped-for decreased amount will accurnulate 
such ·an amount. The ·reader · is urged -to send NICAP (1) his own member
ship if he has not done so, (2) any info~ation of apparent value, and 
(3) additional memberships for .friends; and if he can so afford, a do
nation. 

- SAUCERS 'N' SENSE BANDWAGON GAINS SPEED 

Ralph Sandbach, editor of the (relatively) new UFOLOGY NEWS, pub
lished from Butler, Pennsylvania, ho.s perhaps stumbled onto a dangerous 
trend in Ufology which, although perhaps more in evidence in this par
ticular case, is by no means new: the mixing not only of religious, but 
of political-even revolutione.ry-ideas with saucer research. 

About two years ago James Moseley ran a brief item in SAUCER NEWS 
to . the effect that the international communist conspiracy was keeping a 
watchful eye on the spontaneous saucer groups and the ·research they 
were conducting. Moseley said that he . knew of several instances (un
named) '.vhen Communists had infiltrated saucer · groups. 

While th~ idea was not new to :y-our editor 1 it disturbed him to read 
it again in print. NJUFOG has been aware of the dangers, real or pos
sible, in such a connection, right . from its organization. Those who 
were paying members of the Group prior to· this year will remember the. 
question on the membership form which asked, "Are you now or have you 
ever been a member of the · communist Party?n as well as a similar quest
ion about a criminal record (which was aimed not at uncovering unfortu
nate · mistakes but eliminating those who might try to use their member
ship fraudulently, or cause ill will for tr-e Group). 

Sandbach has noted the ·rplatform' of the "Economic Security Party" 
as stated in THY KINGDOM COME. He succeeds in thoroughly demolishing 
the platform as nonsensical and the party a·s unnecessary, impractical, 
and ridiculous; he also points out the alarming similarit~ between some 
of its 'planks' and Socialist or CommQ~ist 'teachings.' 

All of which points up the desperate need in the flying saucer 
field to eliminate not only pseudo-religious cults but political and 
false-economic undertones as have be en increasingly pUblished by 

· thoughtless or careless individuals in the field. 
NJUFOG has long been campaigning for decent scientifific, sensible· 

saucer research founded on · intelligent thought; and for the exclusion 
of other philosophies or generalities. It seems that we have been 
somewhat alone, the feeling only having been shared by CSI-N~, APRO, 
and SAUCERS. We're glad to see it picked up by .others, and we hope it 

. causes more common sense in the field of Ufology. , 

.PROMINENT SOUTH AMERICAN DOC~OR PROMINENT. SOUTH AriiERICf>.N UFOLOGIST.l. 
SAO PAULO- Olavo Fontes, me+nber of CPDV and its Rio de Janeiro corres
pondent, is an M.D. and Prof. on the National Faculty of Medicine there. 
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To be considered for this column your letter must be signed. We will 
witlihold publication of your name if you so request. Letters should be 
printed or typewritten, and as brief as possible, please. 

AMATEUR RADIO OPERJ,.TORS SEEK LISTENERS I:N EASTERN U.s. 
To the editor; I certainly enjoy reading your magazine, especially 
"Unsensational and.!!£! Confidential." All of your articles are very 
interesting and informative. Enclosed is my subscription. 

Other than UFOs, I am interested in amateur radio and operate ama
teur station K8DAV. An item of interest that you might want to pass a
long is that a UFO Net is in operation. They (amateur radio operators ) 
meet at 1400 EDST every Sunday afternoon on 728b KC. K8BIZ is net con
trol station. The members of the net discuss various things related to 
UFOs such as sightings, books on the subject, as well as other things 
such as mental telepathy. ~nyone vdth a short wave receiver in the 
east could probably pick them up. 

Jeremy Wells 
. . . New Hartinsville, West Virginia . 

(Thank you. We hope perhaps we may get a plug on your ham networ~; we 
suggest those readers with short we.ve sets tune in. -Editor) 

AND WE THINK ONE (OR TWO?) PUBLICf,TION (S) IS (ARE ) ENOUGH! 
To the editor; I have instructed that your splendid group shall re
ceive the duplicated magazines issued by the Society. These are, "Le 
Courrier Interplanetaire" (British Edition) and also the nMetaphysical 
Digest." · 

You will notice we issue a bi-monthly "Le Courriern which· -contains 
the .best de.ta from the corresponding two monthly issues of the French 
version. There is also a Portuguese lSsue and, obviously, the various 
groups act as one unit. 

Inevitably, UFOs are . vital factors and the same wide outlook needed 
for World Brotherhood is essential for a fair view of UFO activity. 
This Society accepts the fe.ct-after sifting through years of materia·l . 
--that Earth is being watched from extra-terrestrial sources. 

Forgive us, in advance, for apparently slow action ••• but·.please be 
.assured that every detail will be noted and utilised in some g.ood man
ner. · 

We are completely swamped with piles of mail. The Society was ex
panded very rapidly throughout the world since 1944 when it was formed 
by R.A.F. men at the great Royal Air Force college and technical train
ing camp at Cranwell, England. 

John J. Williamson, · F.S.M. 
Assoc. Brit. I.R.E. · 
President, Society of Metaphysicians 

RIKER'S ISLAND AND LONG ISLAND UFOS 
To the . editor; The LONG ISLI.ND STI.R JOURNAL reported on 9 f:..pril that 
two radar operators reported before the C.L.B. that they saw an orange 
flash just before the Riker Is Island crash. Radar opera tor William r •• 
McNamara said he .remarked to a co-worker that the plane suddenly swerv
ed before the crash (as if it were trying to avoid something) and then · 
the orange .flash that lit up the control tower. · 

In the same paper of 22 J.pril· a story appears bearing the headline 
"Saucers Seen over Suffolk. tt It goes on to .rBlate that a farmer by the 
name of .Michael Pace·, Flanders, .reported seeing 23 saucers · illuminated 
by blue-green lights, :flying at an approxima.'te height of 1000 · . :f~et . and 
'!:;raveling at 200-300 miles an hour. The objects were also ·r eported by 
Michael Mollik and Michael Lopez· (sic) also of Fla.nders. The· local Air 
Force . base said they had n.o. idea of · wha-t the ·. obj $Cts could be. They 
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a~e investigating. 

ARGE!T'I'INES SPEAK 

Irofle D. Farley · 
Jackson Heights, N. Y. 
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To the editor; Ten years the world has seen these unidentified appari
tions in the skies of all coUJ.'1.tries of the globe. Officinl and private 
investigations in most countries do not determine origin and nature, 
but in spite of real or assumed skepticism by many, nobody yet among 
all st11d~Ting the probl.em with seriousness doubts today of the existence 
of these celestial bodies which are called by the most of the public 
under the name of 'flying saucers.' In the recent months their pre
sence has intensif1ed in the sky of Lrgentina. 

For this reason, there is created in this country the Commission to · 
Observe the Unidentified Flying Objects to contribute to solving by 
means possj_ble to us, an enigma the importance of which can escape no 
one. The presidency of this group will be in the hands of Senor Rietti 
a cii:ril aviator, specializing in studies of astronautics, and the dir
ection of investigations will be the burden of Senor Vogt, author of a 
docmnented book "The Mystery of the Flying Saucers,n member of the 
World Interplaneta~y Lssociaticn, an international entity consecrated 
to the study of the 1JFO r s and affiliated problems. Moreover, integrs.t
ed with the Commission will be Senores Horacio Minervini, Roberto Min
ervini, Samuel Levy, and Miguel Sejo, specialist in electronics. 

We solicit the o.id of the public and the press for conimunicating 
each sighting to produce whatever successful outcome to -the problem of' 
the unidentified flying objects, with all details of the case for the 
realization we shall make following an exhaustive evaluation f'or each 
sighting. ~11 correspondence should be directed to c.o.D.O.V. N.I. -
Casila de Correo 2560, Buenos •~ires. Also we solicit and we shall be 
ple a sed with collaboration and an interchange of information with all 
the official or private organizations that follow the same ends in oth
er countries. We place at the disposition of the national and provin
cial authorities of Lrgentina each sighting that we judge requires our 
collaboration. · 

A COI,LEAGl]E COMPLIMENTS 

Lriel Giro Rietti, President 
Cristian Vogt, Secretary 
C. 0. D. 0. V. N. I. 
Buenos Aires 

To the editor; Your Newsletter is not only outstanding and contributes 
much to the field of UFO Res e arch, but, among the only three or· four 
other outstanding UFO peri odics.ls, its policy is · commendable. 

I have been i ndirectly and directly accosted in the past six years 
for my conservative stand on the subj e·ct, and it is pleasing to note 
there are others who likewise are n ot afraid to stand pat on their O\vn 
convictions. My best · wishes for your continued success. 

Coral JJorenzen, Irlrector 
Aerial Phenomena Re·se arch 

Organization 

STATUS OF St~SORIPTIONS 

You may determine the expiration date of your subscription to. UFO 
NEWSLETTER by noting the code f i gure on ·your address pl ate. A number 
indicates the last issue for which you have paid. CO, GR, or -PB indi
cate complimentary subscriptions to correspondents, groups, or exchange 
publications. The lack of a"ny code indicates you are receiving a 
sample copy, or that your subscription has run out; no further issues 
will be sent you in the future. May we suggest a gift subscription to 
our magazine for a friend or. UFO-conscious acquaintance?, 
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by~. Ivan T. Sanderson 

Cognizance bf unidentified flying objects, or r ·ather of unexp1ained 
objects seen float:i.ng in the sky 11 started some time in the late Neo- · 
lithic Period·, if certain strange petroglyphs have been rightly inter
preted. Certa inly, they were recognized by the Chinese, Assyrians, __ 
Egyptians , Hebrews, an:d Phoeni cian·s in what . are called early times·; 
they had t he Greeks, Rom8.:t:ls, Incans, Japanese, . and .Aztecs, a long with 
the Mayans and the Indians of the time when the Jakatas were composed, 
i~. a modest upro a r from time to time, tho1J.gh they were usually referred 
to as omens or auguries in those later d f.:,ys. · 

The N'ortbmen regarded them with a sol·emn ly jaundiced but r a ther 
pra-ctical eye, as was their wont w:i.th all matters that might be useful; 
the Arabs, .a-t - the time of their great intelle ctual expansion, appear to 
have been rather ann·oyed by their ·apparent non-compliance wi .th the then · 
current acceptance of nature a .s a whole. · . 

The allegedly · 1 civiliz·ed 1 peoples of the European Dark and Middle 
Ages,. a_il,d the:i,r contemporaries in other. perhaps more enlightened conti
nental areas, mumbled about them. but mostly referr.ed them to t he .Al- · 
mighty - in one of His a~cepted manifesta tioris. 

Finally, the Royal Soci e ty of England got ~tself organized and , for 
some ttnie, its august members took a ~~prisingly vif and intelligent 
interest in t he bea stly things.l . ---

c After that.; there came what is now known very colloqui a lly as a 
profound 'Crash.' UFOs of all kinds became obnoxious: they did not fit 
into tpe neat little mechanical scheme of nineteenth century science 
and, worse still, they showed more than a tendency to fly in t he f8ce 
of the almighty g od called Materi alism. .Aside, they had .also g otten 
away from established religious procedure. In fact, they had become 
very n~ sty indeed. 

For about a. hundred years from, s ay 1830 to 1930 1 the watchword wa s 
ttsilence, 11 or "the less said the better." Nonetheless, 1ots of peeved 
citizens continued to say a lot, including particularly irate police
men, as tronaners, military officers, and embryo me teorologists, though 
mostly in Sweden, Britain, and France. The Germans mumbled a bit about 
them; the Hungarians positive1y screamed sometimes, usually about 
armies of I'evol ting spectacles paradi ng about the · mirage-infested sky 
over their rather dreary, wheat-growing central ple.in. Vfuat there is 
recorded of all this is summed up by Charles Fort.2 

Then c ame bhis excellent fellow Kenneth f,.rnold (may the Gl"eat Oom
pah fin ally r est his brave ·soul in peace, in some teleport-device, in a 
suitable orbit, around some appreciative planet, re;.rolving around some 
decent little sun). His outrageous report having been issued Sta teside 
--and h a ving dared to state that it 'was anent an observation~ 
Stateside--something had to be done about it, and so the histo~; of 
Ufology began. · . 

There is a little l;;look-once f amous in Eng land-nomed 111066 ~md All 
That 11 which reviewed the whole history 'of that country in the light of 
common sense. Its concluding sentence ,wen,t as follows: 1!.nd then n 
J.merica became Top Ne.tion, and so History crone to a "." 1 ("Full-stop, 
in England, "Period, n to us )'. We are cons. trained to ·Qbserve that the 
obvers e may be equally pertinent, and so coin a phrase ourselves, to 
wit: 'J~nd then f-unerica became r eally Top Nat:ton, and so Mystery came to 
an "1"' (Exclamation Point, to botJ::l of _'l;ls ) • . Anyhow, the rest is his-

1. For most of this see M. K. ·Jessup: "The Case for the U.F.O." Ci ta
del Press, New York; and H. ; T. Wilkins: 11 Flyi-r;g Saucers on t he 
Attackn Citadel Press, New York (-England !'Flylng Snucers From the 
Moon" Peter Owen . Ltd~, Londonl; - othe~wise app+y to the editor. 

2. "The Books of Charles Fort" Henry Holt, New Yor•k. 



tory, at least to Ufologists and, allegedly, to the Snucerites and 6 
Saucerers, though these personages either cannot or do not read his
tory and certainly seem incapable of retaining what they do or, at 
least, of interpreting it inte lligently. But more of these later. 

We will not go into all this 1947-to-the-present business, and not 
only because it has already been done so often, both so well and so 
badly. There is not space, and it's a little dreary. What we will go 
into, though, is something ·quite else, which has come about during the 
last five years or so and which is now becoming a very sad thing indee~ 
Not only is it clobbering up the rea.l issue but it is showing very con
crete signs of becoming a real menace. 

This is what I hereby officially designate UFOMYTHOLOGY. 
This is an ethical cancer of the utmost deadliness and, unless ord

inary decent people--and whether they be so-called intellectuals or not 
does not matter in the least--get together and recognize it for what it 
is, we will have a new phony religion, and one profoundly anti
Christian and of the devil, on our collective hands. 

It is hard enough to deal with the flood of reports of as-yet-inex
plicable obj ects that are said by all sorts of sane, reliable, and 
often technic ally trained sky observers to have been seen in our skies. 
We don't have one of these things in our hands yet, as lettst as far as 
we know 11 and we have only recently had the assistance of technicians, 
such as meteorologists, government astronomers, members of the armed 
forces and such, in pinning down and describing the appearances of 
those tha t are definitely there in the sh7. Then, to boot, one has to 
contend with~ Press; the hideboTh~d, orthodox, scared-of-their jobs 
scientists; the working police; and about 70% of the ordinary hard
working public, who have enough other troubles what with t axes, kids, 
and their jobs to bother about such things. And, as if this were not 
enough 11 we also have the Russkies; the ordinary mystics; occultists; 
astrologers. (no less); and all the crackpots with their pendulums, 
split sticks, rings ·, pyramids 11 ice vwr lds, zombies 11 chumbies, diD.net
ics, boxes, and girl friends dressed in shabby black silk from the 
'Village. 1 Then, so help me, an entirely new lot of 'dusters' have to 
bob up to plague us. 

Of course, as soon as any body of inquiring citizens gets together 
to try really to do anything about anything, a corollary bunch of 
idiots climbs aboard the bandwagon and stnrts braying . And no sooner 
have they begun voc alizing than--either ·knowing nothing of the n1a tter 
at hand, having failed to understand it, lacking the education to do 
so, or for monetary or othe r worse ends (such as personal glorification 
and a desire for a little place in a rising sun)--they set to work to 
take over the job. If you want to know what I am driving at, go talk 
with any authorized historian of the Roman Ca tholic Church. Deviation 
is not the only problem ; deliberate misinterpretation is another; out
right subversion is the worst. Lll are hard to combat but all eventual
ly collapse under tl~ir own misapplication (Author's note: I do not 
happen to be of the Catholic Faith). 

And who in the tiny little embryo 'sci ence, 1 or rr,ust we call it 
'intellectual pursuit' of Ufology, are these self-appointed manipula
tors? We will name them if requested so to do, but in the meanti me let 
us give them their collective title - Crackpots; their nickname- Con~ 
tactors; or their own chosen name- The Believers. 

r-am, of course, referring to alr-fhose people who allege they have 
met human or utterly humanlike entities who they say have come out of· 
their beloved 11 Flying Saucers." The people who would have us believe, 
without a single iota of r a tiona l evidence, let alone proof, tha t they 
have t a lke d with and/or otherwise had personal 'contact' with lovely 
beings, shaped like and behaving like us who, they affirm, come to this 
benighted planet in (mark you) not saucer-shaped but derbyhnt-, lamp
shade-, or inverted chamberpot- shaped objects. 



The pe ople who tell us they have been teleported to Mar s or 7 
Venus (why not Planets II and III of Arcturus, for mere instance?); 
have witnessed monumental non-working and probably unworkab l e civiliza
tions therefrom that ar e de s perate to stop us from ruining ourselve s 
with democra cy and H-bombs, and who manipulate 'Thought -Discs r - whe. t
ever t h os e may be, apar t fr om horizont a lly-split truck tire s daubed 
with lumin ous paint! 

The people who publish photographs .of crude paintings of crude 
copi es of t he cover s of cheaper science fiction magazines of a de cade 
ago and ·who then s ay thes e are pictures of space-craft; t he poor , be
nighted, lost, and irritat ed souls wno feel tha t t he ir r eligi on, their 
culture, their country, their communities, their bosses (or clients), 
and sometimes even their f~1ilies have let them down , and who have 
nothing else but the maunde ring s of their imaginv.tions and the possi
bility of an easy buck l eft to cling to. 

These ar e the monstrosities MlO have arisen t o · waste everybody's 
time, to generally clutter up the fi eld of Ufology , and to obscure 
every practi ca l is sue. They yak and yak , but they n ever s ay anything 
defini te; they preach a love-thy-brothe r philosophy that would make 
even Thomas Aquinas turn in his lost grave and wh ich, inciden t ally , 
sometimes s ound s curi ously like t he old Communist party-line . 

This shonld but unfortunately , l et us fac e it, does no t alway s 
nause a te all sane persons. Moreover , these sometimes mi sguided but a s 
often as not th oroughl y mi schievous personages have gotten on to 8. very 
g ood thing , and in a vast vacuum - tha t l eft by t he cur•rent r etrea t 
from r e l igi ous discipline, t he breakdo'ltvn of socie ty, and the di'ear y 
outlook on interna tional aff airs. Would tha t they should l end their 
good offices and their r eal l y r emarkable energy to such as Bi lly Gr aham 
and hi s down-to-earth eff orts. 

But t hey wonrt, because t hey woul d have to relearn--if ever they 
knew t hem-the long history of decency, the struggle of ordinary Man to 
achieve dignity, some understanding of t he Universe, and above all how 
to differ entiat e truth from falseh ood and right from wr ong . Tha t would 
never do for people wh o would have us believe that all the answer s are 
obta inable fi'om a beautiful blond or blonde spa c e-pilot! 

I n fact, after several millenia of puzzling about and a brief t en 
years of serious t hought upon as-ye t-unidentifi ed or unexplained obj
ects se en in our skies, and just when vve at l as t seem to be ge t ting 
some real i dea s as to what they might be , some corre l a ted f acts as to 
what they are , and some hope of c a tching one by reliable me chanic a l 
me t hods , a bunch of crackpot s, liars, e.nd promoters , h a s ar5.sen to 
int errupt-and deliberately-this orderly (though admittedly tough ) 
process. ~Vha t is more , t hey have cunningly instituted t his creed of 
Ufomyt hology; and if you want to know wha t I mean by this, I would 
humbly sugges t that you look up the word mx_!;hology i n m~y good , large 
dictionary. Mutho s meant in cla ssica l Greek, "Fab l e , " or "Fant asy ." 
The "cont actors'rr-stories a r e nothing more; they ar e fant asies. 

This may well s e t s er i ous investigation ba ck ten, a hundred, or a 
thous and years, or even for ever , if the Cobal t-Bomb lands here fi rst. 

It might even deprive our sp ecies of its l a st chanc e to le arn t he 
vital facts e.bout space travel and t he possibilities of lif e on other 
planets revolving a round othe r st a rs. 

In fact, it is not only blitheringly idiotic; it is extremely dan
gerous, and it may e ven be criminal. 

(All ri ght s reserved by t he author ) 

Ivan T. Sander s on is rapidly becoming better and be tter known in 
UFO circles . It is interesting t hn t the general saucer-se eker should 
only in r e cen t years be c ome aware of Mr. Sanderson's interest in t hi s 
subj ect, run ong hi s mru1y diversified and f as cina ti ng act ivitie s. His 
first exposur e (to our way of thinking) was his report, widely carried, 
of t he "Fla twoods Monster" affair whi ch he pe rsonally investiga t ed in 



Septembel:l 1952. But Mr. Sanderson's files on UFOs actually go back 8 
more than a quarter century. And it is he tD whom we should credit 
the fast spreading term nufology, 11 for he coined it. In the above art
icle he proposes a second, to illustrate the subjective side of the 
s aucer world; the second word is equally applicable and catchy: 
nufomythology ." 

Sanderson's quick, biting wit, fascinating memory and presentation 
make him one of the mo st entertaining and interesting personalities in 
the area under discussion - and many others. They spring not without 
cause or training. f~s noted in a fuller biogre.phy on Sanderson in our 
last issue , he holds degrees from Cambridge Universi~ in Zoology, Geo
logy , and Botany, and his 46 years have spanned enough activities for a 
dozen men. Born in Scotland but now a U.S. citizen, he has traversed 
five continents , occupied in all sorts of scientific meanderings which 
becrone the background for his 13 books - none yet on saucers, regret-
t ably . . 

He is available with all sorts of unusual animals and curios (and 
sometimes excitement!) to the housewife, re gularly , on the Garry Moore 
morning CBS television show, and he has the now somewhat dubious honor 
of having been the star of the first regularly telecast color broadcast 
in history, for that network (in the old, noncompatible, me chani cal 
sys tern not now in use). 

His business enterprises include two New Jersey zoos and a publi
city organizntion in New York, as wel l as news reporting, other radio 
and TV appearances, mage.zine articles , rmd lectures. In addi ti on to 
the above article, exclusive wi th UFO NEWSLETTER, Mr. Sanderson 's wo rk 
on UFOs e.ppears occasionally in FANTA STIC UNIVERSE Magazine . 

~ _PUBLICATIONS IN GREAT. BRIT AlN. 
LO}IDON-- Great Britain has always been considerably more open minded 
in its scientific pursuits than the United States. Two recent events 
in British publishing indicate one re ason for• this statement. 

Are flying s aucers becoming respectable in Great Britain, despite 
the fr anti c efforts of the Air Ministry , in its "Me too" attitude, in 
imit.ation of the u.s. Air Force? Apparently mebbe so. 

The July 1957 issue of ROYAL LIR FORCE FLYING REVIEW, which is pub
lished with the cooperation of the Ri•F, and follows a pattern similar 
to AIR FORCE Magazi ne here i n the States, published an extensive arti
cle entitled nsomething in the Sky 11 by Geoffr ey Norris. The article 
includes photos of th e Rouen 11 fryi ng- pan" saucer; the Scandinavia...'1. 
eclipse saucers, misidentified as originally a color shot; Brinsley le 
Poer Trench, editor of FLYI NG Sli.UCER REVIEW ; and Dr. Clifford Thornton, 
referred to a s a scientist and independent u~O investigator, of whom 
this publication had not heard prior to the articl e . · 

For a work in a mnss readership magazine published with the unof~ 
ficial blessing , at least, of the RJ..F, it is an extremely openminded 
and serious work, which will go a long way toward improving UFD rece p
tion in Great Britain. 

While not directly connected with Ufology, a new British publica
tion carries c wealth of material whi ch may be of interes t to some of 
our readers. . . 

The publication MIND J~.ND Ml.TTER is a new quarter ly journal publish
ed as a report on the activities of th e Delawarr Laboratories in Oxfo~ 

Basically medico-psychical in na tu:re, the lnbora tory 's e.f'forts and 
results include some of the strangest phenomena your editor has heard 
of, including diagnostic "photographs!! (similar to x-ray exposures) 
taken whi l e the patient was miles awv..y , e tc. 

The excellently-printed and profusely illustrated journal is good 
reading for those interested in the strange researches in Oxford. 



GOVERNMENT AND SECRECY 
by Hon. John E. Moss, M.C. 

We are free men, living in a free nation. We grow and OlW nation 
prospers best in the atmosphere of freedom. 
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We cannot produce the foods, fibers, and machinery necessary to nat
ional security unless our scientists and technicians can trade ideas. 
If the stamp of secrecy hides the facts of science, our nation will not 
gain t he technological breakthrough we are spending billions of dollars 
to ach ieve. 

Subcommittee testimony has shown that the excuse of security cur
rently is being carried to such extremes that the lid of secrecy is 
clamped on some ideas the moment they are born in the mind of a scien
tist. This effectively stifles the conversion of new basic scientific 
discoveries--like Einstein's--into practical applications such as atomic 
power. Many scientists have expressed the opinion that if present sec
urity regulations were in force in 1 9:59, there would have been no atomic 
bomb to end World War II. 

I want to make it abundantly clear that the Government Information 
Subcommittee most certainly does not advocate the disclosure of any 
information which would endanger na tional security. l o one suggests 
that details about weapons systems or war plans should be disclosed. 
Rather, we feel the most reliable security system is limited to those 
items directly bearing on r eal military secrets. Unfortunately, the 
overzealous government censors, in an effort to avoid disclosure of in
formation which might possibly give aid and comfort to the enemy, spend 
most of their time trying to halt information which would give aid and 
comfort to the American taxpay er. 

The l abel of military secrecy must not be placed on non-military in
form a tion merely because its r e lease might embarr~ss a government offi
cial or cause a "controversy •11 The abuse of the privilege of security 
classification is not only poisonous to democracy, but it weakens the 
effective security required for true military secrets. It creates con
tempt for the entire classification system. It clogs the free exchange 
of ·i deas which nourish A~erica's scientific progress. 

The availability of sound i nfo rmation is the guiding thought behind 
the ·current study of the House Government Information Subcommittee of 
which I am chairman. Two series of hearings with Defense Department 
witnesses have shown that the Pentagon, which spends two-thirds of every 
tax dollar collected by Uncle Sam, has the most restrictive and confused 
information policies of any major branch of government. 

Hearings will be resuned soon to find ways to overcome these serious 
shortcomings. \:Vhere legislation cannot do the job, the g lare of publi
city may force reform. To expose the abuse of secrecy may do more for 
our American form of government than all the laws Congress can write. 

Congressman John Moss is a representative from California. He is a 
member of the House Committee on Government Operations, and Chairman of 
the Special Subcommittee on Government Information, which has been in
vesti gating secrecy in government departments and agencies (See UFO 
NEWSLETTER, #7). Dr. Leon Davidson, of White Plains, N. Y., has submit
ted testimony before Congressman Moss describing the problems in elici
ting open information from the Air Force with regard to the UFO study it 
conducts. Mr. Moss has heard some evidence regarding the problem in 
past hearings. 

The article above was taken from a speech delivered by Mr. Moss be
fore the second National Jet Age Conference of the Air Force Associatio~ 

~~ ~*" ~!-- ~~- ~~-
Th~ summer issue of INFINITY (Box 449, Waterbury, Connecticut) lists 
over 200 saucer sightings, running £ram the middle of October last to 
early summer this year! 
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON OBSERVATIONS eN MARS MADE AT MT. WILSON IN 1956 ·~ 

by ~~. Robert s. Richardson 

The 60-inch and 100-inch telescopes on Mount Wilson were made avail .. 
able for our program on Mars in 1956 for 32 nigh ts from 5 May to 12 Oct
ober inclusive. Of these, 21 nights were from 10 August to 13 Septem
ber. Only two nights were lost through clouds. During 100 hours of ac
tual observation the1~e were 4 nights when the seeing was poor, 13 when 
it was fair, and 13 when it was good or VerY good. About twice as much 
time was spent on Mars in 1956 as in 1954,1 under generally superior ob
serving conditions. 

THE PROGRAM FOR 1956 
The program adopted for the opposition of 1956 consisted of three 

distinct types of observations: (1), direct photographs at the Casse
grain focus of the 60-inch; (2), high-dispersion spectra at the coude 
focus of the 100-inch; and (3), photographs of the satellites at the 
Newtoni an focus of the 60-inch and 100-inch telescopes. The danger in 
such_ diversity is that if only a few observations are obtained owing to 
adverse conditions the whole program may ·fail. Fortunately good weather 
enabled all three to be carried out practically as planned. 

VISUAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS OF TEE DISK 
In 1953 Pettit called attention to the fact that the visibility of 

the canals depends rather critically upon the season in the southern 
hemisphere of Mars.2 The canals first appear most . satisfactorily when 
the date in the Martian southern hemisphere corresponds to about 1 April 
in the United States, and by the middle of June little is left of them. 
Very few canals are vi sible during the south Martian late summer, autumn, 
and winter. In 1956 south r1artian 1 April crone on 23 May, when the pla
net was 82,000,000 miles away . Vlhen l~ars was closest in September 1956, 
the Martian date corresponded to about 10 June. Hence the opposition of 
1956 did not appear to be particularly favorable for study ing the canals. 

Direct photographs of Mars were taken at the Cassegrain focus of the 
60-inch with a camera and enlarging lens th~ t was used at opposition 
during good seeing to g ive an image of Mars io mm in diameter .-:H~ 

The exposures through different filters were made on Xodak IV-F 
plates, a high contrast fine-grained emulsion nearly uniform in sensiti
vity throughout the visible spectrwn. A few exposur e s in the infrared 
were taken on IV-N plates. The plates were calibrated with a tube 
photometer using the same filters as those on the camera. 

Although some test exposures were taken on Hars in May they were un
satisfactory owing to thin clouds. The next opp ortunity occurred on the 
morning of 3 June under very favorable conditions. The sky was clear 
and the seeing estimated as 6 on a scale that is probably about 8. The 
altitude of Mars was 280. The season in the southern hemisphere corres
ponded to our 8 April. I was familiar with the ·appearance of Mars at 
the 60-inch under high magnification from my work in 1954, but this mor
ning the disk had a peculiar aspect which I had never noticed before. 

There were innumerable irregular blue lines extending across the 
bright red regions like veins through some mineral. Severel minutes 
passed before it occurred to me that these markings must be canals. I 

1 

2 

Read at the symposium on 11 The Recent Close Approach of Ears" at the 
joint meeting of the A.A.s. and Section D of the A.A.A.S. in New York 
City, 28 December 1956. 
The cmaera was made under the supervision of Dr. Dinsmore Alter from 
funds supplied by the Los Angeles County Park Board. 
Edison Pettit and Robert s. Richardson, Publications of the Astronom
ical Society of the Pacific, 67, 62, 195~ 
Edison Pettit, 2£• ~, 65, 197, 1953. 



was taken completely by surprise . as I had not thought of seeing 
canals with ·Mars at a distance of 75 million miles. · Their color 

11 

was alsq qisconcerting. Experienced observers such as Schiaparelli~ · 
Lowell, and W. H. Pickering apparently never saw color in the canals, 
but described them as dark or gray. r11hese lines appeared distinctly 
light blue~ the same color as the maria. Pettit has recorded the color 
of the canals as olive green and ve~J evident in the summer of 1939.3 

Although some good photographs of Mars were obtained that morning, 
the images 3 mm in diameter failed to show the irregular lines that were 
easily apparent to the eye under magnification. The only other time I 
saw canals was on 10 October at the coude focus of the 100-inch, when 
the far southern canals Simois and Thermadon were visible in only fair 
seeing. I suspected others but I was able to hold these . for a second or 
two. They appeared as dark straggly streaks extending between the south 
polar region and the Mare Sirenum. · · 

Our most interesting photographs are probably those taken in orange 
light on 10 August, v;hen Mars was 39,800~000 miles away. Images of 
equal quality were secured earlier but they are too small to show much 
detail. At opposition the surface features were rendered hazy by a dust 
storm on Mars which apparently began about 30 August.4 The best images 
of .Mars 6 and 8 nun in diameter taken in orange · light on 10 August, show 
the canals Gehon, Hiddekel, Cantabras, Agathadaemon, Ganges, Nectar, 
Nilokeras, Draco, -and Jamuna. They appear on the negetives as light 
wispy streaks. . From a study of these photographs and my admittedly cas.;. 
ual visual observationa made hurriedly between exposures~ I am convinced 
of the existence of streaks on Mars at approximately the position of 
well-known canals. They convey to me the impression of' being some nat-
ural surface feature. · 

In 1954 our blue images showed several conspicuous bright clouds as 
well as a general clearing of the atmosphere for a rew days near opposi• 
tion. At the opposition of.l956 our blue photographs showed only a un
ifor~ly blank disk except for the polar cap. 

The new dark area centered at 2550, +30o, which attracted so much 
attention in 1954, was still present with about the same shape and size 
as before. 

The maria were carefully examined for color whenever observations 
were made from 3 June to· 13 September. The color appeared as slate blue 
regardless of the telescope, the focus used, and the seeing. The color 
of the maria was confirmed by other observers who happened to be near 
by. Bu.t the last time I observed Mars on 10 October at the coud~ focus 
of the 100-inch the maria appeared to me as light green or gray green. 
No blue tint could be . diseerneQ.. · 

One plate showed mars in orange light on 11 September, after the 
dust storm had developed. On 11 September the whole disk had a hazy 
appearance and certain features were blotted ·out altogether, such as the 
Solis Lacus and most of the Margaritifer Sinus. 

A great rirt in the south polar cap was a conspicuous sight about 
the middle of July. This rift shows on our exposures _in orange light 
taken 20 July at 7h7 UT. It cannot be seen on blue images of equal 
quality taken 10 minutes earlier. 

It is un
the plan
water 
variations 

The polar .caps indicate there must be some water on Mars. 
likely tp.at this moisture is distributed unir·ormly throughout 
et•s atmosphere. Thus it is conceivable that the presence of 
vapor in the Martian atmosphere might be detected from slight 
in the intensity of the lines of H20 over the disk. 

Photographs of Mars in yellow and red light penetrate the atmosphere 
and show the surface features. Photographs of Mars in blue and · 
violet light usually show only a blank disk except for the greatly en
larged polar cap. The atmosphere must become opaque at some ws.velength 

3 Edison Pettit, .£E.• Cit, 59, 5, 1947. 
4 G. P. Kuiper,· Harvarcr-Anii'Ouncement Card No • . 1338, 4 September 1956., 



net';, ~ ! • 'ttte j)fellov~ and Q~'US ' · ;t't app~SrS that t heSe must be ·two 12 
polar ejp§~ as §~ggesbed ~r w. H. Wright in 1924: the small sur-
face cap that we cah see and photograph in visual light, and a much more 
extensive overlying atmospheric cap that registers so strongly in the 
photographic region. 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SATELLITES 
Information on the internal constitution of Hars is greatly desired 

in the study of the evolution of the solar system. For example, does 
Mars have a dense central core like the earth? Or is it nearly uniform 
in composition like the moon? Information on the internal constitution 
of Mars can be obtained from its oblateness. But measures of the form 
of the planet either by photography or micrometer are extremely diffi
cult, owing to errors arising from the varied color of the surface, 
residual phase, and atmospheric effects. The oblateness may be deter
mined independent of such errors from perturbations in the motion of the 
satellites. For this purpose positions of the satellites are needed 
over a period of many years. It is hoped that positions of the satel
lites determined from our photographs taken at this opposition will have 
a small share in contributing to the solution of this problem. 

I wish to thank Thomas Cragg for help in identifying the canals on 
our photographs. 

5 w.·H. Wright, Publications of the Astronomical Society of_the Pacific1 
36,_ 239, 1924. 

Dr. Robert s. Richardson received worldw~de publicity when the press 
mention of his above statements about blue lines on mars was noted ear
lier this year (See UPO NEWSLETTER #7, p. 8). Dr. Richardson is rapidly 
becoming one of the most noted authorj_ ties on the Martian disk, and has 
been widely quoted on the subject. He is a member of the staff of the 
Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories, br anches of the Carnegie Insti
tution of Washington and the California Institute of Technology . 

The above article is slightly condensed from a longer paper publish
ed in the February 1957 edition of the PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL 
SOCIETY OP THE PACIFIC, Vol. 69, No. 406, to whom we are indebted for 
reprint permission. The article was simultaneously published in Eng
land in the January-March edition of the JotffiNAL OF THE BRITISH INTER
PLANETARY SOCIETY, Vol. 16, ¥o. 1. Ft~ther inf ormation on the A.S.P. 
appe ars elsewhere in this 1ssue; th e address for the B.I.S. is 12, Bess
borough Gardens, London S. W. 1, England • 

. MISCELS (OUCH!) 
BACK COPIES 

Back copies of UFO NEWSI~TTER are available a s follows: 

No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 3 

ANOTHER JERSEY GROUP 

No. 4 
No. 5 
No. 6 

5¢ 
Out 
10¢' 

No. 7 
Ne. 8 
No. 9 

out 
Out 
30¢' 

Readers in the northeastern New Jersey & NYC area are advised a new 
group ha s been formed in Jersey City and is .seeking members. Called 
Univer sal Saucer Intelligence (next?) it may be addressed care of Robert 
Stevens, its president, at 164 Seaview Avenue, Jersey City 5, N. J. 

Trend boo~:es, of Los . Angeles, apparently happy with the suc cess of 
Max Miller's saucerbook (see p. 28), has rele a sed a new one on galactic 
goings-on: Arthur Clarke's 11 Going Into Space. 11 Available for $ .75. 
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TH~ FLYING SAUCER,_ CONTROVERSY 
GOE.S ON TAPE 

13 

There are two men in the United States who have been engrossed with 
flying saucers since the first flurry of sightings in 1947, and continue 
to be .active in the field. The interesting thing about these two gen
tlemen is that, unlike many of the other flying saucer enthusiasts, they 
have not become involved in the controversy. They have written no 
books, been in no lawsuits. Instead, their time has been spent in a 
very ambitious project to keep the American public informed about Uni
dentified Flying Objects. Their method is to tape-record lectures, 
broadcasts and interviews held ~~th and by people who are intimately in• 
volved in the controversy. The n~1e of their project is Tape-Recorded 
UFO Information Service. 

The first of these men is Henry M. Henriksen, the Technical Director 
of the Service. He is an electronics engineer who lives in Racine, Wis
consin. 11r. Henriksen became interested in the saucer controversy al
most immediately after Ken Arnold's sighting in 1947, and started exper
imenting 'llv.i. th tape recordings on the subject shortly thereafter. · 

Dr. Adolph G. Dittmar, General Coordinator of the Service, is a den
tist who lives in Ausable Forks, New York. Dr. Dittmar's interest in 
UFOs began in 1952, when he saw an article on the subject in LIFE maga
zine. In its story, "Have We Visitors From Space? 11 , the publication 
presented its reasons for believing the existence of interplanetary 
saucers. Before reading the LIFE article, Dr. Dittmar had been as 
skeptical as anyone else about the reports of flying saucers. When a 
friend told him about the tape recording work Mr. Henriksen was doing on 
f1ying saucers, Dr. Dittmar began a taped correspondence with Mr .. Hen
riksen that eventually evolved into their joint project. 

To tell fans a.bout the new· service, Dr. Dittmar sent a taped letter 
to MAGNETIC FILM AND TAPE RECORDING (now HI FI TAPE RECOHDING) vJhich ap
peared in the February, 1956 issue of that magazine. The first para
graphs of that letter stated the philosophy behind the origin of UFO 
Information Service: 

"The uses of a recorder are many and varied but here is a use that 
will be new to many of the readers of Tape Recording n:agazine. This 
subject is one which a few years ago was laughed qff as a joke. Today 
many thinking people including scientists, find much food for thought in 
this study. It is the stuqy of flying saucers. Thousands and thousands 
of sightings have been made, many books have been written about it and 
flying saucer research groups have sprung up all over the world. This 
may seem like science fiction to many but they have not studied the vast 
amount of material that is rapidly accumulating." 

In response to this and similar publicity, more than 1000 lectures 
have been copied for the approximately 500 people who responded to UFO 
Information Service's offer. Requests for lectures have come in from 
all over the world. Dr. Dittmar conservatively estimates that a minimum 
of l,ooo,ooo people have heard at least one of the Service's tape
recorded lectures. The Service's libra~J of master tapes now contains 
32 lectures by leading nsaucer" authorities. 

Dittmar and Henriksen continue to malce their service a non-profit 
project. They hope to develop a library of master tapes covering the 
viewpo.ints of all authors, authorities, and investigators whether they 
treat the subject conservatively, at the middle of the road, or hold ex
treme views. 

Both Henriksen and Dittmar do not necessarily agree with the 
opiniops voiced on the tapes they have made. However, they invite any 
individual or group to submit material to them. If it is appropriate, 
it will be incorporated into the lecture series. Naturally, the Service 



does not as sUm.~ f"fH~POhSibili ty. for any statement, claim or charge 14 
made by the speakers. The sole purpose or UFO Information Service 
is to provide an expanding source of information on flying saucers so 
that the public can be made aware of the latest developments. 

As far as future plans are concerned, Dr. Dittmar feels that most of 
the authors on the subject have been covered. The Service will continue 
to accept material, but Dittmar anticipates developing a new way to pro
vide the latest information on flying saucers. At some future date 
there will probably be a monthly taped newsletter varying in length from 
30 to 60 minutes. For the present, Dittmar and Henriksen are making the 
lecttu,es available to anyone who will guarantee an audience of at least 
20 for the lecture he asks the Service to record for him. The Service 
will send a list of available lectures and a description of their work 
to anyone interested. 

Requests should be addressed to: 
Dr. Adolph G. Dittmar Mr. Henry M. Henriksen 
General Coordinator Technical Director 
UFO Information Servj_ces 1312 Grove Avenue 
Ausable Forks, New York Racine 4, Wisconsin 

The Service has endeavored to make it as simple as possible to get 
copies of its lectures. All they a.slc is that they be sent a reel of 
tape of a suita.ble length for the lectures desired; a statement of the 
speed at which the tape should be recorded, and whether it should be 
single or dual track; and enough coin or stamps to offset postage and 
other expenses. The Service will record the lectures requested and re
turn the tape. Although no charge is made for the time spent in copying 
the master tapes, the Service does have expenses of tape and postage to 
create master copies, duplication and postage costs for preparing and 
distributing lecture description lists, etc. For that reason, the user 
of the Service is asked to include enough money with his request to help 
defray the other expenses. 

Largely because of the activities of the Tape Recorded UFO Informa
tion Service, combined with the growth of recorded correspondence be
tween UFO investigators, the researcher who has no recorder is somewhat 
likely to feel slightly 11 left out11 of things saucer-wise. 

The above article gives a glimpse into the busy activities of the 
Service, whose mentors Henriksen and Di ttrnar are kept busy and weary 
keeping up with requests for old material, and copying new tapes. 

rrhe article is condensed from a feature which appeared in the March
April issue of THE AUDIO RECORD, published by Audio Devices, Inc., 444 
Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., manufacturers of audio equipment for 
the communications industry, including blank recording discs, magnetic 
tape, visual-recorded film, etc. 

The figures of lectures, listeners, etc. in the article are by now 
considerably outdated due to increased distribution of the Service's 
older tapes, such promotion as the above work, and addition of new tape~ 

MOSCOW-- It is still quite possible the Russians may beat us to the 
punch . in launching their o~n space satellite during IGY. M~ile the 
Americans have been cautioned against optimism and our program is cut 
back and the firing date postponed, Soviet papers have run open notes 
about their development and studies in the field since two years ago, 
befo~e the American program was even announced. 

UFO }f8WSLETTER HEARTILY RECOMMENDS THESE NEW CONSERVATIVE UFO ~~GAZINES: 

SATELLITE 
721 Burdette Street 
New Orleans 18, La. 
Monthly, $2. Year 

S. P .A .C .E • 
267 Alhambra Circle 
Coral Gables, Fla. 
Monthly, $3. Year 

UFOLOGY NEWS 
415 Morton Ave. 
Butler~ Penna. 
6 for -w2. 



A P·RIMER IN UFOLOGY 15 

by Lee R. Munsick 

,~t has occurred to the writer that there are two types of people who 
be~~~e interested, really interested, in the UFOs. The first is the 
person with the unorthodox and in many cases completely upset religious 
background, . who has become a mark for the cults and erstwhile "meta.phy ... 
sicians" who form one branch of sauceria. 

The ' second, and the type to which this article will direct itself, 
is the person who has, similarly, adopted a somewhat unorthodox and 
stimulating attitude with regard to science, and thus pursues his in
tense curiosity into the field of the unknown~ the Fortean data, the 
challenging enigmas, in a word, saucers. vby an individual has develop
ed this interest in the scientific curios of the time me.y be explained 
by many things: a liberal family · background in science or in general 
seeking of knowledge in all fields; a rigid scientific training into 
which a few unorthodox teachings have crept; an inquisitive and analyti
cal mind which has found an intellectual hobby on which to keep sharp; 
and the intelligentsia who crave release from their rigorous jobs or 
surroundings in the ct~ios of the field. 

· One of the mast difficult things for the nevil' saucer addict to grasp 
is how to understand and recognize not only the swarm of facts being 
bandied about by the rnor_e experienced researchers, but how to absorb 
some of the concepts used as everyday notions by them, which to him are 
as incomprehensible and foreign as some archaic, lost language. 

He is beset with proble1ns of a metaphysical nature; the terminolo• . 
gies of astrophysics, aeronautics, astromedics, etc. ·He enters ·a· 
science fictionlike rea~n of other dimensions, untold distances and 
times; to all of this-to be able to follow the rne.jority of saucer lit
er.at e-he must become accustomed. 

re'cent publication put out by a New York saucer group, one of the 
most highly respected in the field, said that the saucer 'initiate' must 
begin by reading; and then really becomes 'one of usr when he makes the 
painful discovery that he has a lot of un-learning to do .1 ll~ost any 
saucer researcher who's worth his salt and has been in the swim of Ufol
ogy for more · than a year has made this discovery, and is struggling or 
has struggled to regain his c~1posure and begin anew, wiser for the rec
ognition of the many stumbling blocks and pitfalls he must endure to 
bear the title Ufologist. 

The writer is continually besieged by interviewers and new ·acquain
tances· asking the natural bt1t rather pointless question, urrow did you 
get interested in · the ·flying saucers?" to which I have defensibly devel
oped the utterly true and simple answer, "I don't know." Like most any 
hobby or interest, my knowledge of saucers, l .ike Topsy, 11 just grew" (and 
so continues). I could go through the step-by-step explanation of how 
the original interest in aviation, science, and astronomy led to reading 
several of the better early books; finding, through the bookstore, 
others who read similar material; comparing notes, and finally organi
zing a study group to do likewise ••• but all this doesn't explain my · 
interest, merely my background (and that of countless others) in the . 
study of Ufology. These are purely mechanics; the i~itial reasons for 
my attraction cannot be singled ·out, cut from the re.st of my· makeup, . 
particularly ·now· that . it has indeed become such a part of me. The same 
holds true, ·probably, for most saucerians, if the tru.th .were knorm. . 
~ next question I am usually asked, along with a complaint that · 

the 1~ NEVVSLETrrER and other similar periodicals are too far above the 
heads of the uninitiated, is "How do I begin to study saucers?u My im
mediate· reaction is, "Don't!" but ·I generally answer "By cultivating an 

1 C SI NIDVS LETTER, #6 (See UFO NEWSLETTER .=/17, p. 6 ) • 



open, inquiring, but discerning mind. By preparing yourself to be 16 
challenged again and ag~in with new and, at first, inconceivable 
ideas. By struggling t:prough new material ·and, above all, enjoying 
yourself while doing it. Because if it becomes a chore you might as 
well get off the train while you can, before you stay aboard too long 
and find it is a disease which may not be exactly contagious, but is 
acute. Once you get past the occasional newspaper items and into the 
solid, complicated (dreadfully so) mass that is the meat of Ufology, 
there is one thing you CANNOT be: indifferent.u 

A$ to the mechanics of how to start, I have for many years--a t the 
risk of being branded a student of fantasy--advocated a diet of good · 
science fiction as a catalyst for an inquiring, expanding, changing, 
resilient mind. Science fiction-good science fiction-makes one THINK. 
This, I believe, is another reason why the savant is so appalingly fana
tical about Ufology; it makes him think ••• and he enjoys it; he delights 
in meeting others, not merely because they bear a common interest, but 
because they ·sb,ow a common trait; the ability and desire above all to 
think, and reason anew over challe:t?-ging concepts and ideas. 

By reading science fiction, too, the savant acquires the ability to 
recognize fiction as such; to discern that .which is fiction (even though 
it may in time become reality) and that .. which is fact. This is an imp
ortant factor in Ufology; the apility of · d~ scernment, to analyze mater
ial. Two examples of good science f iction--and why it is good--will be 
discussed later. 

Then, of course, the avid ufologist must read constantly, keenly,. 
zealously, and cautiously, every bit of material avail able on the sub
ject, whether it at first appears valid or not; if he rejects even the 
wilder booJ~ s without reading them he will find future references confus
ing and· without meaning. The obvious method is to read the book s chron
ologically; in the order in which they appeared. Soo1e argue the 'bet
ter r or more factual bool{S should be read first and used as a key: Key
hoe, Michel, . Ruppel t, Guieu, etc. Then, ss.y these followers ••• then your 
mind i 's prepared. to take the others with the proper grain of salt. But 
it is not yet the proper time to have a 'prepared' mind,. I have found 
th~s method to be unwise, because the former works refer to the others. 
They_to some extent criticize them; the books must be read in the order 
~n which they appeared. This makes the "unlearning process" more dif-
ficult, but more valid in the end. · 

:My foremost cont;ention with regard to the books has been that before 
.one can properly or honestly criticize the statements of any one author 
he must, out of intellectual practicality in addi ti'on to honesty and 
courtesy, read · the statements as proposed by the author, and read them 
freely, openly, and fairly. With the bacJ{ground of many ideas and pre
sentations, then the inquirer is free to arrive at his ovm honest con
clusions and decide what is right and what is wrong in the field; what 
is solid fact and reporting, and what is fancy, fiction, the ravings-as 
it were--of the unfortunates in the stucrJ of flying saucers. 

. As an ~xample of 'the fiction which is important to a person's under
stand-ing of new idea s and concepts necessary in dealing with the antics 
of ·our ·sky-romping friends and their possible source (s), I offer as a 
case in point "t1ission of Gravity, n by Hal Clement.2 

r.rhe planet Mesklin is just different enough arid challenging in its 
peculiar conditionsto make the reader stop aqout every two pages and 
reconsider what he has just read and, in many cases, probably reread · 
them to absorb th·e meaning. The novel, briefly, describes the difficult 
problems inherent in a planet whose equator is · roughly twic·e the diamet
er of its axis, and whose gravity, as a result, changes pointedly in 
relation to the latitude. 

This is not imme diately understandable to the reader a11.d it re·q'tlires 
a lot of new thinking and re-understanding to cope with the problems 

2 Hal Glement, "·Mission of Gravity," Doubleday, N. Y. 1954 $2.95. 



while they are battled by the characters in the book. Its illus- 17 
trations of the peculiarities of gravity may well help us to under
stand the problems inherent not only in the presently unknown conditions 
of the sotwces of our friends (if they are suCh), but also in the agile 
activities -of the UFOs. 

There is another type of work which might fit in the field of 
"science fiction" but which is not such, really. More an imaginative 
scientific treatise, the best example that comes to the writer's mind is 
"Flatland -A Romance of Many Dimensions," by Edwin A. Abbott.3 

This book, all the more remarkable because it was written in 1884 1 
is a collection of works (Abbott writes as editor) by an inhabitant of 
Flatland, a two~dimensional world, and about Pointland, a no-dimensional 
existence; Lineland (One); his own, or two; Spaceland (Three); and, 
finally, the fourth dimensional realm. 

A brilliant and unorthodox manuscript (for this reason most impor- . 
tant) it was "so interestingly out-of-the-ordinary that connoisseurs 
have exhausted five higher-priced editions (and · numerous printings}. 11 

And for those who must have more than one moral, there is o sociological 
point to be made, too. 

To quote from the Introduction by Banesh Hoffman, "Here is a stir
ring . adventure in pure mathematics; a fantasy of strange spaces peopled 
by geometrical figures; geometrical figures that think and speak and 
have all too human emotions. This is no trifling tale of science fic
tion. Its aim is to instruct, a.nd it is written with subtle artistry. 
Start it and you will fall under its spell. If you are young in heart 
and the sense of wonder still stirs within you, you will read without 
pau~e until the end is regretfully reached. Yet you will not guess when 
the tale v1as written nor by what manner of man. 

"In these days space-time and the fourth dimension are household 
words • . But flatland, with its vivid picture of one and two and three 
and more dimensions, wae not conceived in the era of relativity. It was 
written some seventy-five years ago, when Einstein was a mere child and 
the idea of space-time lay almost a quarter of· a century in the future.n 

The journey with our Flatland ·friend back through the understandable 
but odd Pointland and Lineland provides an amusing and brain-tickling 
adventure which turns out to be preparation for his · big step to Space
land, our realm, which our flat partner grasps, ·not too readily, but 
we 11 enough. · 

The next move, then, is to progress to the fourth step--our big one 
-into the fourth-dimensional ·world. In line with this is a timely note 
from the LITTLE LISTENING POST which infor.ms us that three University 
of California scientists are presently engaged in a study of dimensional 
perception, and have progressed to the point of proposing the building 
of an electronic brain in hope of finding the true fourth dimension 
"that may exist all around us." The LLP continued that man is truly 
handicapped by a limited ability to perceive dimensions, and ·so may 
actually be unaware of the true shape of things.4 

Time (often called the fourth dimension) may be biological only; 
motion--theorizes the LLP and otbers~might occur in directions which we 
cannot perceive but which we would, at the present time, have to refer 
to only as "a change in time." 

In the book, our flat friend comprehends and yet he doesn't; and the 
reader will most likely be lost at the wayside. Vfuich is the point. 
This writer wm..1.ld guarantee no . pompous individual explaining 1'Vfuy 1 the 
fourth dimension is nothing but time, o:r· course" or otherwise making it 
all so simple, has ever read "Flatland. 11 Read it yourself; you will 
bear more understanding for the problems of dimensions, both minus and 
extra, more important you will also bear the knowledge that what you 
lknow' is nothing. (To be continued) 
3 Edwin A. Abbott, "Flatland, A Romance of ·i!fnany Dimensions, 11 Dover Pub-

·licationsJ N. Y. 1884 $1.00. 
4 LITTLE LISTENING POST, ! 1 2, 1957. 
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WHO 'IN UFOLUGY: 2 18 

DONALD EDWARD KEYHOE was born 20 June 
1897 in Ottumwa, I owa, the son of Calvin 
Grant Keyhoe , assistant postmaster at 
Ottumwa, and Mary Cherry Keyhoe. His 
sister, Katherine, is a miss i onary 
school teacher. 

Mr. Keyhoe attended the Naval Acad
emy Preparatory School and · the U. s. 
Naval Academy at Annapolis, receiving a 
B.S. and a commission as Lieutenant in 
the u. S. Marine Corps ln 1919. 

He was an aircraft and balloon pilot 
for the Marines until a nighttime crash 
seriously injured his right arm· in 1922, 
In the u. s. Naval Hospital in· Washing-

-:::_~;;> ~ ton he took up writing briefly, but re-
, · turned to active duty, only to retire in 

, "'- 1923 as a Major. 
~ t ~ From 1924 to 1926 he . was editor of 

~
~ the Coast and Geodetic s·urvey, transt'er• 
(~~ ring in 1926 to become Chief of Informa

.J:: ~~ .. tion of the civil aeronautics b:anch of 
\111 \ the Department of Commerce. T!ns branch 

J 
later became the Civil Aeronautics Ad
ministration. He held this post for two 
years, and was the author of the depart
ment's bulletin, "Construction and 

. Rating of Airports, 1' which was the first 
info~1ation on this phase of the devel

opment of American aviation, and served as the lone guide for a time. 
Now a whole department of specialists at the CAA is necessary for the 
same work. 

In 1926 Major Keyhoe was assigned to be mana ger of the UnitedStates 
tour of the "Josephine Ford," the plane in which Floyd Bennett and the 
late Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd made their historical first fli ght 
over the North Pole on 9 May 1926. The following year he was named aide 
in a similar post to Charles A. 11 Lucl{y 11 Lindbergh (now a Brigadier Gener
al and important advisor to the government in various fields) in his 
national tour after his flig;ht in the "Spirit of St. Louis 11 to Paris. 
Keyhoe was the advance representative for the to1~, keeping one step 
ahead of Lindberg in the Guggenheim Foundation-sponsored trip. 

This tour resulted in M:aj or Key hoe's book ''Plying With Lindbergh" 
which was published in 1928. This book has been published in several 
editions and languages.l 

Major Keyhoe has contributed articles on aviation and other topics 
to the SATURDAY EVENING POST, AMERICAN MAGAZINE, READER'S DIGEST, and 
other important magazines, bringing to the layman an understanding of 
otherwise technical points in aviation. One work which was the center 
of a storm of controversy, bringing Keyhoe many enemies as the result of 
his fearless reporting, was a report, prepared with the help of the Air 
Line Pilots Association which reported on the lack of safety features in 
variable.- pitch propellers, which were accidentally reversing and causing 
hazardous in-flight conditions. The resulting safety devices i~corpora
ted into the propellers may probably be attributed solely to Keyhoe 1 s 
efforts. 

Just before America's suffering defeat at Pearl Harbor and her entry 
into_ V~V II, Keyhoe ~~ote an account of the average citizen's future 

1 Done.ld E. Keyhoe, "Flying With Lindbergh," Putnam, N.Y., 1928. 
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pl'oblems under mobilization in "M-Day - If War Comes, What Your 19 
Government Plans for You. 112 

Ten years later, after having written a series of articles ""test
flying" airplanes for TRUE Magazine-somewhat similar to the columns on 
automobiles in other magazines--the editors of TRUE requestect ·an article 
on "flying saucers." The January 1950 issue printed his first report, 
which st-ated Keyhoe 's react:tori that the earth apparently had been obser
ved occasionally by extraterrestrials. This was- in direct contradiction 
to what had been Major Keyhoe's personal feelings earlier as he had been 
like so many others, extremely sceptical• · 

The article was expanded into a book, 11 The Flying Saucers Are Real," 
which was published in 1950 (now out of print) as a pocketbook which 
sold well over half a million copies.3 . 

So successful had been the first book that it was expanded into a 
hard bound issue, "Flying Saucers from outer Space," in 1953.4 By this 
time Keyhoe had become firmly convinced . that the u.s. Air -Force had 
been sitting on important information about flying saucers, which they 
had gleaned from their various and oddly-named intelligence projects. 

Typical reviews of this book included Fritz Leiber's in tne CHICAGO 
SUNDAY TRIBUNE which said nAre other worlds watching us? Can .we trust 
what we see through Keyhoe's keyhole? As a science fiction writer, I 
feel considerably humbled to -admit that I just don't know." The LIBRARY 
JOURNAL for November 1953 said 11A puzzling book on a -puzzling subject ••• 
the author is either very right or very wrong." The CHRISTIA~ CENTURY 
cautioned nBetter hold that grin ••• until you have read the evidence. 
Major Keyhoe is no hysterical novice .... reports by excited citizens can 
be .disregarded, but circumstantial accounts by experienced pilots cannot 
be brushed off so lightly." 

The SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN sunnned it up: "Far from being a newcomer · 
in the saucer field ••• he was one of the first to discuss them seriously, 
and has been an invaluable gadfly in keeping the armed services from 
stamping 'top secret r on reports of sightings. He believes t..'~-1e saucers 
are real and that they do come from another planet, and indicates 
strongly that the Air Force thinks so too." 

Siegfried Mandel, in an article called "The Great Saucer Hunt" which 
appeared in the SATURDAY REVIEW on 6 August 1955 reviewed ten books he 
claimed found thousands of readers "sympathetic" to saucer•s. Regarding 
Keyhoe 1 s book he said "The most persuasive and influential of all the 
saucer-writers is Major Keyhoe, v1ho is convinced that outer-space beings 
exist, that their crafts (sic) are being navigated by radio astronomy, & 
that they are keeping our vvorld und~r constant surveillance." 

The third sat+cerbook (a reco.rd achieved otherwise only by prolific 
M. K. Jessup) by Keyhoe was "The Flying Saucer Conspiracy," which was 
published two years ago and yet is still selling well~ currently being 
released in foreign countries.5 The conspiracy referred to is the group 
of individuals within the Air Force, the Defense Depa.rtment, and the · 
Central Intelligence Agency who, for some not completely known or under
stood reason feel that the American public are not prepared for-
certainly should not be told--the facts in the flying saucer question, 
as they have been uncovered to date through the Air Force's world-wide 
UFO intelligence network as set up under :the general title of 11 Project 
Blue Booktt and including_ the Air Technical Intelligence Center at Wright 
Petterson Air Force Base, Dayton, _ Ohio, and the 4602nd. Air Intelligence 
Service Squadron at Ent Air Force Base, Colorado Spring.s ·, Colorado, 
which has representatives at all Air Defense locations. 

Major Keyhoe played a prominent part in the _selection .of members of 
the Board of Governors of the newly-formed National Investigations Com
mittee on Aerial Phenomena in the fall and winter of 1956. The first 
2 Keyhoe. "M-Day - If War Comes," DUtt~n, N. Y., 1940. 
0 Meyboe ~ ~~The Flying 3aueers Are Real, tt Gol.d ~rectal Bt!>oks , r~ . Y., 1950. 
4 Keyhoe, "Flying Saucers From Outer Space," Holt, N. Y., 1953. 
5 Keyhoe, "The Flying Saucer Conspiracy," Holt, N.Y., 1955. 



Chair.man of that body, Rear Admiral Delmer s. Fahrney, was a class- 20 
mate of Major Keyhoe 1 s at the Naval Academy, and most of the other · 
members were recommended by Keyhoe. 

In the reorganization of NICAP at the beginning of 1957, he e~erged _ 
as . the new Director of the group, much to the relief of many UFO resear
chers and edi tor•s. Since then he has halved the fees for membership, 
begun. the pub~ication of its periodical, UFO INVESTIGATOR, and succeeded 
in beginning a program of softening up newspaper resistance to flying 
saucer news and acceptance. All this has been echieved due to Major 
Keyhoe 's stalwart service, impeccable reputa.tion, and conserva't;i ve, · ob
jective reporting ability, coupled with his Marine indefatigibility. · 

While Major Keyhoe 1 s statements and written material on the ·flying 
saucers reveal. his careful analysis ·of data and generally objective· and 
neutral attitude, his personal opinion has been summed up fairly well in 
his answer to questions asked by the SATURDAY REVIEW in 1956: Have you 
yourself ever seen a flying saucer? What do you believe is the origin 
and the intent of saucers? 

Keyhoe's replies: 11 I have never seen a flying saucer but I saw a 
UFO (Unidentified Flying Object) tra cked by radar at the control center 
of Washington National Airport. 

. . n I have simply tried to do a straight reporting job collecting auth
entic and verified reports. 

11 The beings who control the saucers I believe are attempting to 
leaJ•n all possible details of ou.r civilization, the earth's atmosphere 
and climate, ·with the intention of eventually making contact.· Whether 
their. mo-tives are friendly, neutral, or hostile I do not know 1 but so 
far I have seen no conclusive proof that they are hostile. 

"I believe that the saucers, or some of t l1.em, are using _ Mars and 
more recently the moon as bases of operation for their reconnaisance of 
the earth." 

While not of great physical stature (5'7!", weight 140), Major Key .. 
hoe carries a great burden on his shoulders and he is in every way ·aware 
of it. Developrnen ts in the . flying ss.ucer field grovvi.ng out · of his early 
reporting on the subject for '.I:R1JE at the suggestion of its associate 
edi~or, John Du~arry, now president of CSI of New York, have begun to 
come to a head, and the next year's developments with the Air Force, on 
the one hand 1 and civilian 11 ufologyrr as .exemplified by NICAP, on the 
other, are going to be of great -import. 

Major Keyhoe is married to the f ormer Helen Wood Gardner, and they 
and their twin daughters_ Cathleen and Catherine, live in Alexandria, Va. 

GLASS, PLASTIC IMPORTANT IN SPACE PLANS, SATELLITE PROGRAM 
N]Wq YORK-- An American technologist ha s succeeded in developing a new 
material which, originally glass, after a special treatment, becomes 
semi-transpax•ent, stronger, and harder than steel, and similar to alurni.
num hi wei ght. The new material will be used in new jet and rocket 
equipment, probably in the outer-space plans of the gove:l:'runent. 

Many reports of UFOs inqicate a similar ty pe of material may be used 
in the manufacture df the 11 saucersi1 and i t has struck man~r flying .saucer 
devotees as odd that our offi c i als and scientists keep swearing thel~e 1 s 
no such thing as a flying saucer, but constantly · turn out thint., s which 
are patterned after the thing that doesn't exist, including 11 it" itself. 

Scientists hastened to explain that the glas ·s ... metal material is the 
widely-publicized material used in the M.O.U.S.E. and Pro j ect Vanguard 
satellites to be launched as p8l't of the Ameri can participation in the . 
International Geophysic~l Year. · 

Some of the earth satellites being fired in 1958 s.s part of the pro
gram will carry sub-satellites made of aluminum coated Mylar plastic. 
The sub-satellite unit will be. ejected from the tbird rocket booster 
unit at the height of the trajectory, automatically inflating itself. 
The sub-units will measure roughly 20 inches in di~1eter, and will be 
used to determine draggi?g effects on the larger satellite itself. 
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·~ Being a report on the reaction of the press to UFO developments. 
~ GOSSIP & SAUCERS 

NEW YORK-- The syndicated gossip columns seem to be one important way to 
got brief, in most cases completely untraceable intonnation about sau
cers to the public. ·Aside from the occasione.l useless annoyances 
Dorothy Kilgallen provides in her columns, Cholly Knickerbocker and 
Whitney Bolton have joined the "let's talk about flying saucers for a 
while, shall we? 11 troupe. . . 

The following is from 11 Cholly 1 s Carousel,n under the headline 
"Saucer Report from the Riviera, 11 which appeared 6 May 1957: · 

ttcountess Har-ia La'Llre de Noailles heard that a flying saucer had 
landed at Hyeres on the French Riviera, close to where she was staying. 
She hurried there, found a small piece of metal 'and turned it over to 
the French Naval Laboratory at Toulon. Their experts admit it's a metal 
they've never seen before, and they haven't been amle to analyze it." 

We hope that Jimmy Guieu, who is located nearby, will be able to 
furnish further information to us about this case. 

The next report is somewhat longer and more detailed but still just 
as perplexing. It appeared in Whitney Bolton's column, "Looking Side
waystt for 16 April and was headlined "Sid Chaplin Comes Up with Saucer 
Tale.n Bolton, who has mentioned saucers be.f'ore, writes with pleasant 
humor; so as not to lose it we will run the entire column: 

Maybe an alchEmist or an Otomi witch doctor would be able to tell 
you the answer but the fact is that certain foods provoke incidents~ I 
don't mean an incident of indigestion or midnight horrors. Just inci
dents. Say Beef Strogonof~ with or without two ff's at the end. Order 
Beef Strogonof and get yourself an incident. It always works - always. 

Like the other night. I ordered it in a 44th. St. restaurant and in 
less than 60 seconds young Sid Chaplin came in and sat alongside. He 
asked what I had ordered. I told him and he said he had to play a per
formance of "Bells are Ringingu in less than two hours and he said it 
was a bit too heavy for the occasion. He ordered scrambled eggs with 
Irish bacon. It was when the last shred was vanishing that Sid looked 
up and said: ttyou got an open mind?" 

I said I liked to think so, but the point might be moot. He said he 
had a great way with moot points, having specialized in them, and what 
vvas so moot about ·this? I said, well, I'm prejudiced. I might think 
it's open. You might think it is closed. What point are you trying to 
make and he said: "Flying Saucers, the hin"'d way." 

Being an aficionado in this department~ he ha·d me where the curio
sity nerves rise so I said: "You a Flying Saucer addict?" 

"Yes and no. r, he said. 11 But I know foltr people who have seen them 
indisputably, actually1 confirmed and certified. Nice, simple, honest 
folk earning a ·modest ;u>lOO,OOO a year for themselves e.nd no swank or 
pretensions. Just journeymen money earners. But with eyes like eagles. 
They saw them in New Mexico. Until these particular four, I wouldn't 
have given you a used ice crerun stick for all the flying saucer sight• 
ings on record. 

"The way it happened, they were taking their ease on a private ranch 
which raises scissors for cutting coupons. That kind of ranch. They 
had on the newest thing in Dacron swim shorts and were taking the sun 
when someone looked up and saw this thing, which looked about a mile up. 
They nodded it away as a conver.sa tion topic by saying 'weather balloon 1 

to themselves. 
11But when they saw it cut an exact right angle at suddenly acquired 

excessive speed they knew it wasn't that or even an airplane. Human 
beings can't turn an exact right angle straight up. They called an Air 
Force field nearby and said they didn 1 t want to (Continued on page 24) 
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FORT LEE~ N.J. (SN)- The April-May issue of SAUCER NEWS, the latest one 
put out by Jim Moseley before his last trip to Peru (h~ '.s rett1.rned now), 
includes much good material, but the best starts not on page one, but 
on page 9. For it is on this page that Thomas Comella, a farnilie.r wri
ter ·on the UFO eniegns, begins an article on how some wr:i. ters have gone 
about handling saucer> stories. He exposes several actual or intended 
hoaxes and brings up nany good points ( 11 E~1en whole books have been wri.t
ten about practically nothing"). 

He shows one of the 'devices' used by some saucer ,_vri ters is ncon
fidential Collaboration11 between two or more writers or editors, in 
bringing a story before the public by supporting each other in . print oy 
prior agreement, to cause publicity. It occurs to this writer-not be
cause I have used such a ruse, because I haven't, but because it some
times is necessary in any journalistic field to thwart apathy--that 
there is nothing wronc; with this if there are legitimate reasons behind 
the move, suCh as to overcome censorship or disinterest. 

Comella continues in a section entitled ttcommercialism - The Eternal 
Plague, ti to describe the rough time most have in making ··money off sau
cers to begin with, and continues, "I maintain that accepting money in 
the nor>mal course of publishing or lecturing is all right. So is sell
ing books and pamphlets. B1J.t when the sale becomes more important than 
wha.t you are selling, then it's time to quJ.t investigating saucers; be
cause you can 1.t possibly get anywhere yourself, and you just might con
fuse a. lot of other people. 11 

Comella continues to describe the "Bashful Radica.lu who conserva
tively says one thing but, under a different nw1e, writes widely diver
gent opi:p.ions, and he adds, "I know of at least two bashful radicals now 
operating in UFO research. Their names would startle you - and their 
beliefs would astound you!" 

Comella · also ·reveals the trick of two writers agree:I:ng to disagree 
in print to cause a publicity-gaining controversy. Again it is our 
feeling that if ~his is done to a good end, all is well. 

As to our being startlec:l by such revelations, we doubt it. Your ed
itor has been actively engaged in Ufology now about six years, and if 
tb.ere' s one ·thing I've learned is that nothing is surprising anymore. 
I've developed a pretty tl1ick skin about believing a lot of thiribs, but 
nothing startles me. I would however be pleased to see, lvir. Comella, if 
you can and will back up your statements (and if we're both thinking of 
the same culprits!). 

HASTINGS, ENGLAND (META)-- (Note: The follovnng interchange is reprin
ted here despite the fact that it bears on an old issue; the chances are 
few of our readers--at least in the United States--are familiar with it 
as it was printed in the December 1956 issue of the British Society of 
Metaphysicians Ltd. semi-annual publj.ca ti on 1111ErrAPHYSICAL DIGEST, and not 
there as an article. It is important in that it gives the British view
point on the Mon-Ka hoax for which the British gullible may be blamed 
just as surely as the American schemer Dick Miller. The article · con
sists of a letter from David Wightman, editor of URANUS and presiqent of 
the Wigan and District flying saucer groups in England, to John J. W~l
liemson. the Society president; and IvTr. Williamson's reply -Editor.) 
Dear l!lfr. Williamson, · 

Another prediction concerning saucers has gone well and truly flop. 
This 7 Nov. set-up simply stank and it has done the subject of saucers 
no end of harm. There is always someone anxious to make a fast 'buck', 
and not too particularly how it is done. I have got hold of the inside 
story of how these recordings were obtained and the sooner they 'die a 
natural death' the better. 

Dick Miller, the man never mentioned in connection with the record-



ings is. at the back of it s 11. He is in no end of trouble back in 23 
America, indeed he seems to have 'taken it on the lam' as the 'Yanks' 
would have it. Now I hear that Ken Kellar has sought fit to start a 
"Solar Cross Fm.mdation 11 in England.l I suppose somebody will fall for 
it. Of my correspondents on the saucer mystery I find that well over 
fifty percent ascribe spiritual connotations to the question. I must 
confess that they talk, or rather write, in a language which is quite 
foreign to me, but most of it, when considered for a Short while crum
bles away for various reasons. Yours sincerely, D. Wightman 

Thank you for an interesting and frank letter. The 7 Nov. saucer 
fiasco in USA and the failure to gain radio messages from a spaceship, 
were all based on deliberate fraud. The tapes originated from Dick Mil
ler, the music was dubbed in from some symphonic WOl"l{ , the philosophy
we are informed-was 'borrowed' from a friend of Miller's and several 
thousand tapes were sold to gullible people the world over. 

It is with deep regret that we find Mr. Kellar and Marianne Francis 
entangled in this affair, for there is little doubt that they--at least 
--are sincere. As you may know, a 'Solar Cross Group' had been formed 
in USA around this 'tape-fraud'; this group suddenly broke up. It was 
very difficult to get ex-members of it to say why!2 Maybe this was be
cause they were ashamed of their errors. Mr. Keller (sic) and :Marianne 
Francis brought the tapes to Archers' Cot~t3 and kindly played them to 
us; they asked our opinion. They were informed that the American ac
cents, aircraft noises, dog barking, car noises, general composition 
etc., made the tapes more tha.n doubtful. They were a 1so informed that 
if they insisted in presenting the tapes to the public then the only 
basis was a 'Take it or leave it; it's interesting' type. 

1 The Solar Cross Foundation in the u.s. was the group that Miller (un
. named) had formed on the west coast. It was only getting started and 
gaining recognition when the Mon-Ka af f air blew it apart. -Editor 

2 Try asking Tom Comella, for instance! -Editor . . 
3 Archers' Court is the home of the Society of Hetaphysicians. -Editor 

NEW YORK (CSI)- On the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the Kenneth 
Arnold sighting (See UFO NEWSLETTER #8, Editorials), CSI of New York 
started out to v.rri te an appropriate editorial for their NEWS LETTER; "As 
We Enter the Second Decade of the UFO Age." But - well, supposi.ng we 
let it speak for itself: 

Of course, we thought, we will have to have an editorial with that 
title, to commemorate the tenth anniversary of Kenneth Arnold's epoch
making observation. There will be a pithy appra isal of The Status of 
Ufology After Ten Years, followed by some sage speculations on What the 
Next Decade May Bring. 

Bu.t after thinking it over, we decided not to write it. By and 
large, the readers of this feuilleton are just about as well informed on 
these matters as its - Editors are, and their opinions on where we stand 
now, and what may be dished up to us on .the saucer of the future, are 
just as authori ta ti ve as ours are - that is to s·ay, pt~e guesswork. Why 
should you read our guesses, if we don't read y ours? 

Besides, if you roll your own editorial, you can be sure you'll 
approve of its sentiments. Ours (if we'd written it) might perhaps have 
indulged in a bit more viewing-with-alarm than is suitable at a birthday 
celebr~tion. So we'll limit ourselves to offering a toast to our guest 

~ of honor - now ten years oldl 

Twia~le, twinkle, little UFO! 
How we wonder why you do ·so! 
Up above the world so high, 
Like a tea-tray in the sky, 
Ten years now you've mystified, 



And stili you'~e Unidentified! 
Ten years hence - what then your status? 
Will the world congratulate us, 
And claim it "knew it all along"? 
Or will the "spacecraft 11 then belong 
Wholly to the mystagogues, 
Quackpots, zanies, pseudologues, 
Con(tact) men, and all the others, 
Who fraternize with spatial "brothers"? 
Absit omen! u. F. o., 
Your future r s up to ~ou, you know! 
Another Sunrrner, '5 
Would put you back in public view; 
Another Autumn, '54, 
With "dwarfish humanoids 1

• galore, 
Would set the front-page headlines roarin' 
"SAUCERS' SOURCE IS FAR 'N' FOREIGN! 11 

And, if you'd like one more suggestion, 
Why not resolve the "saucer question" 
By landing on the White House lawns 
A crew of hairy leprechauns? 
In A. D. 1957 
We look to you, up there in heaven; 
Although we'll do our best below, 
It's up to y ou, 0 U. F. 0.! 
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FOURTH ESTATE Continue d from page 21 

sound foolish but maybe there was a flying saucer around. And the offi
cer of the day said, 'Yes, we have had four jets up and they can't get 
anywhere near it. It veers upward and away at fantastic speed. But 
thanks for calling.' Now, remember, these were nice, smart-in-the-head, 
money -earning folk. Not crackheads." 

Then I said: "Sid, you really believe that New Mexico bit? 11 

"I have to," he said. 11Also, I have to tell you _what came to me one 
· night when I was alone and think~ng . It suddenly came to me that in 

school I had learned there are, estimated, two billion suns in just our 
own galaxy. Some are bigger than ours, some smaller - but suns. It is 
kno~~ that a visible few have planets - such as ours. Cut it fine. Say 
half, or one billion suns, have planets. Some have maybe one, s~1 e may
be nine. Give them three each. That would make three billion planets 
in one galaxy. On some of these plane ts the intelligence may make ours 
look idiotic. And THEY just might have licked intragalaxian travel. Be 
seeing you some day. 11 

_Vl\POR CONTRAILS STU.DIED 
BUFFALO (CUA)-- Cornell Aeronautics Laboratory of Cornell University, 
one of the most important links in our nation's aeronautical research 
chain, recently received a contract extension from the Bureau of Aero
nautics (Bv.Aer) and the Office of Naval Research (ONR) to continue its 
study of aircraft jet contrails. 

This is of interest as one of the most puzzling aspects of the Uni
dentified Flying Objects which have been reported for ye ars is the 
general lack of trails despite high altitude and high speed fli ght. 

The CAL Physics Department plans to center its effort on the problem 
of condensation, the study of ice cr~rstal and \Vater drop formation in 
the trails of aircraft. The program is aimed eventually at eliminating 
vapor trails left by jets flying at high altitudes. 
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The March-April issue of COSMIC NEWS prints a photograph of James 
Moseley, Editor of SAUCER NEWS, allegedly ste.nding in some sol"t of 
equipnent-filled room or--as ON would have it--in the control room (as 
if there were such a thing) of a guided missile. 

The editors of COSMIC NE'WS say 11We have had many letters of inquiry 
about this · photo, because if you look closely at the fine print in the 
background, you will see that the picture was taken at one of White 
Sand's laboratories. · rf your eyes are poor and you do not have the aid 
of a magnifying glass, we will tell you what it says. ' Nitric Acid 
tanks,' 'Hydrazine tanks,' 'Hydrogen Proxide tanks,' all instrmnental ir
the testing of guided missiles. Moseley says that the saucers are 
'Earth Made.' Is he told to say that? He makes numerous trips to South 
~nerica. There is evidence t hat vVhite Sands has a proving ground there 
too." 

Points which might be directed to COSMIC NEWS in its program of 
half-truths and poorly researched material include: 

1 The various instruments and words are there indeed. They 
are certainly not limited to the operation of guided mis
siles; any rocket motor uses much the same type of fuel. 
And there are probably several score installations i n the 
United States alone where rocket motors are being tested. 
There is no pl1.otodocumentary proof the background of this 
photo was taken at V.fuite Sands or any of its branches. 

2 Mr. Moseley's trips to South America are to Peru. Saying 
"r.rhere is evidence that vfui te Sands (which is merely the 
area of an arm of many U.S. resee.rches .. Ed) has a proving 
ground. (in South America) too 11 doesn't prove a thing ; 
South America is a big place ••• Mr. Neuberger's geography 
teacher might even advise him it is what is sometimes 
knovm as a cont i nent! 

3 VVhat is much more obvious to the totally unaided eye than 
11 the fine print" in the background is that the photo of 
Moseley and the background are NOT one and the same; it's 
a paste-upl A fa st check of the larger p~int in Barker's 
1956 SAUCERIAN REVIEW will show this: the grain, or engra
ving screens aren't at all similar. The photo of Moseley, 
sans z.oclcet-ship 1 appe ared in SAUCER 1TE\fvS i n October 1955. 
A little checking (very little) and common sense (even 
less) would have shoVlm all this. 

Even more interesting , speaking of Barker, is the letter which he 
prints about Moseley (poor man!) in his most recent issue, which pur
ports to reveal t hat Moseley is i n reaiity a secret agent (rank of' 1st. 
Lieutenant in the USAFR- not very secret) for t he Air Force. The let
ter, which v1as sent to COSMIC NEWS (here we go again) in March by an un
named gentleman (?} wilo say s he has been 1tclosely associated with one of 
the Military Services," had no us a.ble return address and was signed only 
"A Friend." 

The 'informant' says he has met Moseley in Miami four times at aero
nautical and military conferences, and he s ays tha t Moseley is 11nothing 
more or less than a pa id tool of the U. S. Air Force.a 

Mr-. Friend claims Moseley doe s not go to South Arnerice., nbut to an 
Air Force ba se in (the Miami) are a t o which he ha s been e.t t a ched in a 
civilian c apacity for the past t wo years." 

This sort of unsi rr ned letter is t lle plague of newspaper and maga-
o ~ 

zine editors all over the world; most re f use to even consider such ma~.~-
eria.l unless it is signed. WARNING: Unsigned letters to UFO NEWSLETTER 



~ 
I 

hit the round file approaching the speed of light! 26 
Obviously the letter is bunk. -As to the question of why COSMIC 

NEWS turned it over to the arch-mysterian (pardon us) of the UFO field, 
Gray Barker; this too should have been properly expla~ned by Mr. Barl}er 
to avoid undue confusion: COSMIC NEWS is suspending oper e.tions. ttNc • 11 

The military business about Moseley rr_ay have been prompted by the 
fact that a relat i ve was an officer of f airly high rank in another ser
vice. As far a s being a paid stooge for the AF, it's fairly well known 
that Ml~. Moseley need not rely on the Pentagon for his daily meals: the 
USAF informs us there is no Lieut. James W. Moseley; neither of two AF 
James Moseleys with other initials lives anywhere near New Jersey. 

As to the trips which he is constantly taking to Peru, here too 
there is no great mystery other than which way COSMIC NEWS wishes to 
turn (is Moseley in Peru, at the South .American 11White Sands, 11 or in 
Florida , at the Air Force Base?). The Fort Lee editor he.s· busineas con
nections there which require his personal attention much of the time and 
which, by the way, have been the subject-of earlier attacks at the hands 
of COSMIC ~~S and which are n1ost definitely none of their--or anyone 
else 1 s-business. Suffice it to say that I know of them to the extent 
that I may say they have nothing to do with UFOs or the Air Force. 

And as to Moseley's appe ar ances in Miami; he stops over there on his 
trips between Peru and New York . 

Barker begins his article by say ing rrJames Moseley is either the 
most misunderstood saucer investigator alive today, or the most mysteri
ous," next to a photo allegedly of Moseley himself, which could just as 
well be t aken for quite a few other people. In this statement Barker is 
certainly right, only it seems that whether or not Moseley is mysterious 
he is indeed most understood. 

Barker also complains about "the means he (Moseley) will use to at
tain wha teveP strange ends he pursuesn including the fact that "he util
izes the basest scandal magazines (the latest one CONFIDENTIAL) to ad
vertise his journal." While your editor does not pretend to spealr. for 
James Moseley (whose new issue carries a reply) and his policies and 
methods in the past, notably in the last issue, trying to attack him 
through equally bad or worse methods such as this is not living up to 
the standards necessary in the saucer publishing field, in my opinion. 

Wi thout going any f urther, I might mention i n passing that in one 
of the parks in history -rife Morristown , there is a gilt statue of 
Thomas Paine ••• he wrote a pamphlet, remember? 

CH1·LEAN THINGAMAHO\AJlSA T AGAIN? 
SANTIAGO, CHILE, February 13 (France Press)- The Minister of the Inte!'
ior announced a strange a pparatus was f ound 500 kilometers northeast of 
the port of Antofagasta. The object was found on the slopes of Mino 
voxano about 18 miles £ram Ollague, near Bolivia. 

Described as 11 a 3,000 f oot long slender object that was translucent, 
similar to polystyrene, 11 the strange object contained a small, oval 
metal object about a foot in circumference, weighing approximately seven 
pounds and resembling alumimnn. 

The top of t h e plastic ob j ect carries l:Ong thin ribbons t wenty to 
twenty five c·entimeters in length, of shiny plastic, And the metallic 
object bore a ring of metal with the letter "T" engraved thereupon. 

The object was transported to Antofagasta by National Guardsmen. 
Meteorologists of the Chilean Air Force, speaking after consultation 
with American air attaches, said they did not know the origin or nature 
of the object, but believed "it may have been a high-altitude weather 
instrument balloon," sent up to check atmospheric conditions. 

No further infonnation was available from the Interior Ministry. 

"When you listen to two witnesses telling about the s~me accident, it 
sure makes you wonder about history • 11 -Anonymous man of caution. 
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Following our reference to Dr. Robert s. Richardson's remarks regar
ding UB.rs in #7 (see his article on p. 10 this issue) we received word 
from William P. Bidellnan, Chairman of the Publications Cornmj_ttee of the 
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, the organization which published 
Dr. Richardson's paper. Mr. Bidelman enclosed .a membership fo::."m in case 
readers of UFO NEWSLE'l1TER care to join the Socj_ety. 

We are reprinting the information therefrom for those who are inter
ested in the Society, which is an or8anization consisting of both astro
nomers and others interes·i;ed in astronomy. 

THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC 

OBJECTIVES 

The Astronomical Society of the Pacific stl"•i ves to promote the 
science of astronomy and to spread information through its publications, 
popular lectures, excursions, and meetings. 

PUBLICATIONS 

The b:i.monthly Publications record astronomical results promptly and 
permanently and keep the niernbers of tpe Society in touch with current 
astronomical research. Nontechnical articles on current and historical 
topics also appear in the Publj_cations. An ej_ght-page Leaflet, designed 
primarily for nontechnical readers, fs issued monthly. 

:MEMBERSHIP 

Membership in the Society is open to anyone. Members receive the 
Publications and the Leaflets, and .are entitled to the "benefits of the 
meetings, lect1u~es and excursion. 

DUES 

The annual dues for active members are $6.50, for studentsJI $4.00, 
Life membership, $100.00. Send ci~eck or money order to: 

• THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC 
675 Eighteenth Avenue 

San Francisco 21, California 

~ - - ~ ---- - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - ~ - - ~ - ~ ~ 

I hereby apply for membership in the Society and enclose my 
check to cover. 

Name 
--~~~---------------~-~-

Address 

Date you wish enrollment to begin --------------------
Amount of remittance enclosed ---------------

• 
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FLYING SAUCERS - FACT OR FICTION by Max B. Miller · 
Trend, Los Angeles 1957 $.75 

Max B. Miller, hard~headed editor of SAUCERS, has written a light 
weight but heavily important book, published recently in both 75<;! and $1 
libral''Y edition, and available at (some) newsstands. 

This is a worthwhi.le addition to saucer literature both because of 
its h i gh level content and because · it is being widely distributed, with 
a striking attention-getting cover, on the newsstands although at pre
sent there seem to be many widely populated areas which are somewhat 
lacking in this distribution, including the prime markets of New York, 
Washington, and Chicago. 

Miller's book begJ.ns, naturally, with a history of the so-ca~~d 
flying saucers starting with but not lingering on the Kenneth Arn·o-ld af
fair of 1947 and referring back as far as about 2,000 B. C. 

Moving in a r·emarke.bly pertinent and easily readable style l.tiller 
gallops through lines and lines of some of the more important statements 
of opinion on the subject, and then into a discussion of the differences 
and similarities between the projected ideas of space travel by man, the 
question of the probability someone else has achieved that goal and, if 
so .... ? 

One of the truly outst z·. nding values of the book lies in the section 
of material written 'by Herrnann Oberth, the prominent r•ocket authority, 
now a member of the u. s. Ar·m-:{ rocket-designing and testing group at 
Redstone Arsenal in Alabruna, designer of the German V-2, fo1mder of the 
German Rocket Society, soon to retire and return (alas) to Germany. 

An unfortunate chapter is based on the somewhat weak business of 
space communication and detection, weaving in a combination of the var
ious signals which have been picked up for many years as "coming" from 
Mars, Venus, etc., and the attempts ·by so1ne in the UFO field to contact 
the space entities through the use of various types of nonnal and 
strange communicstion, incl11ding the ill-fe.ted and l"'ather impl"'obable 
light-beam transrni tters. 

Mtller continues vvith a chapter on the various contact stories, 
briefly describing several with the strong statement that they are not 
included necessarily es proven fact (which they aren 1 t), but merely as 
an indication of one f acet of the U1i10 picture. 

A most revealing and perhaps highly pertinent cl1apter on the myster
ious planet Mars, whi ch goes at some length into the researches and 
thoughts of the late Sir Percival Lowell, Drs. Slipher, Kuiper, Richard
son, and others, ~s included. 

Miller's book offers a lot of new infonna tion, from Val"ious books, 
his correspondence, his magazi~e, and special interviews, and weaves it 
with trepidation and care into the background which is necessary for a 
complete ~mderstanding of the saucer history and current developments. 

The book is broken up by many outstanding pictures of important per
sonages in the field, and some allegedly of saucers, at least one of 
which is an admitted fake but is not so identified in the book! Many of 
the ·oic tures have not been published before. 

Well written, well edited and finely printed, this is an outstanding 
work by an outstanding conservative researcher deserving of success. 

YO ESTUVE EN UN PLATO VOLADOR · (~ Have Been Aboard a Flying Saucer) ~J 
Gaston Lenorrnand Ediciones :MEM, Buenos Aires 1955 

(The following review was originally published in the CPDV magazine, 
FLYD~G SAUCER No. 2, for October 1956 under the title "A New Twist in 
Bo'Gks. 11 The review is by Jose Luzzi Jr., ·M. D. ) 



rr~his book has been edited ih the Argentine as though it were a 
translation from the French original named 11 J'ai voyage en soucoupe 
volante." It is supposed to have been written by the French newspaper
ma.n Gaston I.enormand. It is a farse. CPDV has contacted Mr. Jimmy, 
Guie:u, writer of 11 Les Soucoupes Volantes Vj_ennent d tun Autre Monde.' In 
answer to our queries Mr. Guieu declares that he does not lmow the work 
and the author. It is stl'•ange that a book said to have been edited in 
J:lrance about flying saucers is unkhown in its place of birth. ' ' r.rhe logi
cal conclus :i.on is t.J.11.at the book has never existed in French and its 
author assmned a fictitious name. ' It may ' have been written by · a jour
nalist or J ... atin-American Wl"iter craving for a fast dollar who knew that 
unfortunately t:ihe subject of saucers is ideal ' for ·everv kind of ' mystifi-
cation. · 

The book comprises two parts. The first one condenses the most im
portant sightings. This makes the book very like many others. The 
second part, however; is an attempt to pass as true ·the adventure lived 
by one of Mr. Lenormand' s friends, to whom the author e. scribes the name 
Pierre D1Habereau. This second part of the book would be the only one 
to justify the vvriting of a book. Let us see. . . . . . . 

·Pierre D'Habereau goes to •ribet to stud~r habits, traditions, and 
papers of lamaistic monks. He is put under arrest and led to a temple 
where he meets the crew of a saucer under the same predicament. Pete 
and the Martians put their heads to gether s.nd plot to escape. Helped by 
levitatingMartians Pete ' makes good his escape through space (something 
like the ffu~ous Baron Munchausen's deed). The allied reach a place 
whei•e . the saucel" had been left., boar(} it and fly to Mars. In . that pla
net D'Habereau is warmly received as an avis rara. He spends a long 
time there, so much so that he gets i nvolved Witn politics. He is a 
friend of t h e guv 1nor and l i ves in the Presidential Palace. After a 
year hero D'Habereau becomes homes~ck and requests permission to go back 
to lousy . Earth. A Council of ~Unisters i s gathered and Pete 1 s request 
is · turned down. The publ i c hear s all . about it and there' s a plebescite 
to see whether or not Pete shou~d be sent back to Earth a s Mars' ambas
sador • . · But ••• no dice. Cussing s~ dism.issings, fi ghts ••• revoh,l.ti<?n! Gov
ernment is overthrown (see any ana) ogy with ou.:r: Latin"':'American habits?) 
and a dictator gets i nto power. · D1Habereau is fed up with Mars and 
again requests .his liberat ion. The .Revolutionary Counci~ deliber ates 
that he should be exiled. A flying saucer takes him to an artif"icial 
satellite~ The pilot of the craft is the same who brought Pete from 
Tibet. This pilot is a strong idealist: he teaches D' Habereau every 
trick to pilot the thing and let our hero fly the disk ••• Destination ••• 
Earth! But D1Habere au 1 s navigation i s not very good and he misses 
Paris. He l ands in the middle of t h e Amazop jungle, where he i s receiv
ed by an I ndian tribe and becomes a god. To keep god arn one; them the 
Indians dest~oy the s aucer. D'Habereau is a superman: he walks his way 
to Santos where he gets a j ob on a steamer just leaving f or France. Then 
comes World War Two and Pierre D' Habereau i s missing. The last letter 
was returned with "address unknown." Thus Monsieur Lenormand-voila!
disposes of the main personage of his cheap novel much in the same way 
as he had disposed of the saucer. 

We apologize for extending a little .pit aqout the subject 1 but may 
the readers rest assuxed that we have done this with the prophylactic 
intention o:f preventing studious and unaware people lessen the value of 
their libraries with the acquisition of this ~terpiece. 

COMING IN THE NEXT ISSUE 

Exclusive article by Alexander D. Mebane "UFOs ••• Ghosts for Tomorrow?" 
ftTwo Clouds ••• Or Two Saucersn 
A Typical Secondary School Paper on UFOs . by a high school student 

PLUS MANY OTHER IMPORTANT ARTICLES AND DEPART~,ffiNTS OF INTEF~ST TO YOU! 
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